. R-values R(0) and R(90) both decrease as functions of the cold drawing (Fig. 4) . Here the three stages of texure development are again well reflected:first slow,then rapid texture buildup, followed by stagnation. This observation is also in agreement with calculations of the rotation field given by Tdth et al.4 during cold deformation.
Annealed specimens were analized in a similar manner.
Again we refer to 1 for the ODFs and fibres. Here we show the .followed by a 690C anneal, (2) anneal at 690C and (3) anneal at 710C. pretreatment, followed by a , 690C anneal, (2) As a significant observation we note the three-stage texture development, reflected in the texture buildup, as well as in the Taylor-factor and R-value calculations. This observation is in agreement with calculations of the rotation field 4 during cold deformation.
